Here we tested different routes of application of S. typhimurium with regard to tumor 24 colonization and therapeutic efficacy. No differences between iv and ip infection were 25 observed, often leading to a complete tumor clearance. In contrast, after oral application 26 tumor colonization was inefficient and delayed. No therapeutic effect was observed under 27 such conditions. We also could show that tumor invasion and colonization was independent 28 of functional SPI 1 and SPI 2. Furthermore, tumor invasion and colonization did not require 29 bacterial motility nor chemotactic responsiveness. The distribution of the bacteria within the 30 tumor was independent of such functions. (SCV) after invasion (Cirillo et al., 1998) . 62
Introduction

32
For almost 200 years it is known that bacteria have the ability to colonize solid tumors and 33 induce tumor shrinkage. Despite some success, the employment of bacteria or bacterial 34 components was only anecdotal due to the severe side effects of such therapies (Coley, 35 1893). However, the dramatic improvements of molecular genetics of bacteria within the last 36 decades now render the application of appropriately attenuated pathogenic bacteria to 37 cancer patients feasible. Consequently, this possibility is presently under intense 38 investigation (Leschner & Weiss, 2010) . (SCV) after invasion (Cirillo et al., 1998) . 62
For successful Salmonella-mediated tumor therapy bacteria are generally administered iv. 63 However, some reports described an application via the natural oral route that successfully 64 inhibited tumor growth (Fest et al., 2009; Medina et al., 1999; Panthel et al., 2008) . 65 Nevertheless, a comparison of different requirements of bacterial administration for tumor 66 therapy has only to some extend been approached. 67
6
To follow the development of tumor size 6 week old female BALB/c mice were injected 117 subcutaneously with 5 x 10 5 CT26 cells. As soon as small tumors become visible, tumor size 118 was monitored every other day using a caliper. The volume of the tumor was calculated 119 using the formula: V = 4/3 x π x (h x w 2 ) / 8; h = height and w = width. It was assumed that 120 depth and width of the tumor are equal. 121
122
In vivo imaging 123
For the visualisation of early time points of bacterial spreading after infection the IVIS system 124 (Xenogen) was used. The lux operon was used as reporter system for the distribution of 125 bacteria. BALB/c mice were infected iv, ip or orally with SL7207lux and immediately 126 anestesized using Isofluran for in vivo imaging. Pictures were taken directly, 10min, 2h and 127 24h after infection with a comparable intensity scale. Due to delayed tissue colonization in case of oral infection, mice were sacrificed at day 2, 6, 157 11, 15 and 22 post infection and tissues were plated. Bacteria could only be detected at day 158 11. The tumors were preferentially colonized but to a much lower degree than after systemic 159 application. In general, the number of bacteria in the tissues was about 100 times lower 160 compared to iv or ip infection. 161
Under such conditions, also development of tumor size was monitored. After iv and ip 162 infection, a dramatic reduction of tumor volume was observed (Fig. 2) . The tumor 163 colonization of SL1344∆aroA was reflected in a complete clearance of tumors. Consistently, 164 after oral infection, which had led to a transient low colonization of the tumor, no reduction of 165 tumor size was detectable. 166
The colonization of organs and tumor was also followed via in vivo imaging (Fig.3) . 167
Recombinant bacteria of the strain SL7207lux, carrying an integrated lux operon, were used 168 to visualize bacterial distribution during early infection. Bacteria of the strain SL7207 contain 169 the same attenuations and were shown to behave comparable to SL1344∆aroA. The amount 170 of Cfu was lower in different organs but the pattern of infection and survival of mice was 171 comparable. (Supl. Fig. 1 and 2 ). After iv infection bacteria immediately spread out in the 172 whole organism. Already after 10 minutes a strong signal from liver and spleen is detectable. 173
After 24h an additional very strong signal from the tumor appears. After ip infection the signal 174 8 from liver and spleen is not that obvious due to long-lasting strong signal from the 175 peritoneum. Nevertheless, after 24h the tumor shows strong bioluminescence. 176
In contrast, only a 100 times weaker signal is observed directly after oral infection. Bacteria 177 can be detected in the gut up to a few hours after infection. After 24h the signal is too weak 178 for detection. 179 180
Tumor colonization by metabolically attenuated mutants 181
The employment of SL1344 allowed the comparison of WT bacteria with mutant bacteria 182 ( Table 1 ) that were mutated in metabolic pathways, commonly used for attenuation of 183 vaccine carrier strains (Fig. 4) . Therefore, we compared WT bacteria with aroA and purA, 184 which are unable to synthesize either aromatic amino acids or purines like adenine and 185 guanine. Interestingly, at 12 h post infection wild type bacteria were able to colonize tumors 186 as well as spleen in a higher degree than the attenuated strains. By 24 h, bacteria of the 187 aroA strain had colonized tumor and spleen to the same extend as the WT. The purA 188 strain however, never grew up to such numbers and appears to be over attenuated. obviously not affected by such mutations (Fig. 4) In industrialized countries cancer is the second most frequent cause of death with an 234 increasing incidence. This is due to the improved live expectancy of the human population as 235 cancer is essentially a disease of old age. In face of these facts, the development of novel 236 therapies or intervention strategies against this devastating disease is an obligatory task for 237 present biomedical research. Despite of the draw backs of the first clinical trials (Toso et al.,  238 2002), the employment of bacteria for the treatment of solid tumors holds great promises. 239
However, it also became clear that the understanding of the invasion and colonization 240 process is essential for a further development of efficacious strains that can be safely 241 administered to tumor patients. Here, we have investigated the role of some bacterial 242 properties in tumor invasion and colonization, for which conflicting ideas existed. 243
Tumor targeting bacteria are usually applied systemically. However, a few reports describe 244 the successful application via the oral route. Obviously, an oral delivery of therapeutic 245 bacteria would be advantageous since it would not require any special equipment nor any 246 particular skills for delivery. In addition, the risk of an overreaction of the immune system of 247 the patient would be reduced. However, comparison of the different routes of application 248 revealed that under our conditions systemic administration of the bacteria is much superior to 249 the oral route. Oral application of SL1344 aroA only led to a transient colonization of the 250 tumors late after infection. In contrast, systemic application of bacteria led to an immediate 251 and robust colonization of the tumor. In accordance, tumor growth was unaltered when the 252 bacteria were applied orally while systemic application led to a strong shrinkage of the 253 tumors and resulted in complete clearance. Thus, Salmonella when applied orally are able to 254 reach the tumor tissue but their present therapeutic capabilities render the effects negligible. 255
Nevertheless, appropriately engineered strains might eventually allow oral application for 256 therapeutic purposes. 257
During these experiments we noticed that the therapeutic effect was very much dependent 258 on the size of the tumor. Our standard conditions to apply the bacteria when the tumor has 259 reached 0.5 -0.8 cm in diameter allows complete tumor clearance by the systemic applied 260
Salmonella. In contrast, less therapeutic efficacy is noticed when the tumor had reached 261 larger sizes. This might be one of the reasons why the bacteria after oral application at 0.5 262 cm in diameter did not exhibit any effect on tumor growth. Despite the lower number of 263 colonizing bacteria a retardation of tumor growth was expected. However, when the orally 264 applied bacteria had reached the tumor it might have been beyond the critical size for a 265 therapeutic effect. 266
Since the mutant strains employed during these studies were generated on the SL1344 267 genetic background, but for in vivo imaging of early time points of infection SL7207lux was 268 used. SL1344 aroA and SL7207 were compared regarding their colonization pattern and 269 therapeutic effect on tumor-bearing mice (Sup .Fig 1 and 2) . Only slight differences could be 270 observed. SL7207 colonized various target tissues less efficient than SL1344 aroA. Both 271 strains also differ slightly in their capacity to induce tumor shrinkage. While infection with 272 SL1344 aroA induced complete tumor clearance, treatment with SL7207 ended only in the 273 elimination of 3 tumors out of 5. This might be due to differences in the genetic make up of 274 the two strains. Nevertheless, the numbers of bacteria during colonization and especially the 275 kinetics are comparable. 276
Metabolic attenuation in the purine synthesis pathway, like purI, is often used in studies 277 concerning tumor targeting of Salmonella (Clairmont et al., 2000; Pawelek et al., 1997b) . 278
Such strains usually exhibit good performance. In contrast, the SL1344 purA, used in our 279 study, appeared over attenuated. 280
Under our conditions, we found that Salmonella usually residing extracellularly after systemic 281 application. This suggested that proteins encoded in the pathogenicity islands SPI 1 and SPI 282 2 should not be essential for tumor invasion and colonization. This was indeed the case. Obviously, the test of more and independent tumor systems will be required to be able to 298 generalize these findings. 299
Taken together, we have tested several properties of tumor targeting bacteria. Our results 300 will help to better understand the tumor invasion and colonization process for this novel and 301 
